
Kode knows many things,  
but she doesn’t know one thing:  
What does respect mean?  
Who will help her figure out the answer?

The Seven Teachings of the Anishinaabe—love, 
wisdom, humility, courage, respect, honesty, 
and truth—are revealed in these seven stories 
for children. Set in an urban landscape with 

Indigenous children as the central characters, these stories about home 
and family will look familiar to all young readers.
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Pronunciation of Anishnaabemowin words

Short Vowels: i as in pit, o as in book, a as in cup, e as in bed 
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aa as in “open up and say ahhhh”
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Betsy, the cultural teacher, tells  

Mashkode-Bizhiki (Kode for short)  

that the next teaching is Respect.

Kode has heard that word before,  

but she doesn’t think she  

knows what it means. 
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So, she asks the smartest 

man she knows. 

“What is respect, Nidede?”

Her dad tells her,  

“Respect is when we treat 

Mother Earth well.”
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Kode knows how to  

be good to the earth. 

She cleans up the yard  

and rakes the leaves, 

but she is still confused.
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So, she asks the smartest  

woman she knows. 

“What is respect, Nimaamaa?”

Her mom tells her,  

“Respect is when you are  

good to people.”
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but she is even more 

confused about what 

respect means. 

Kode knows how to do that. 

She is kind to her classmates  

and family,
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So, she asks the smartest girl she knows. 

“What is respect, Nimise?”

Her older sister tells her, “Respect is 

when you honour your elders.”
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Kode knows how to do that. 

She visits Gookom and Mishoom

and helps with their chores, 

but she is even more confused than  

ever about this word respect.
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So, she asks the smartest boy she knows. 

“What is respect, Nisaye?”

Her older brother tells her, “Respect is when you 

are good to yourself in a good way.”
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I can do that, Kode thinks, 

and that night she eats all her vegetables

because they are good for her,

but she is still confused.

How can respect mean so many things?
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